
11th April 2016
This article contains the spiritual facts (realities) I was given prophetically on the above date.

These have been ‘The Word’ for me as they come from The Word of Godi to me.
The facts are on page one, while the sources are on page 2, so it is clear where they came from.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SOURCE FILE: “My Beloved Nation”ii

This  message  was  received  on my walk,  while  I  was  thinking  about  my  mother-in-law’s
funeral which was in the following week. I was musing over the possibility of prophesying at
it. As a baby-boomer I was also considering the fact that this was the end of the generation
who went through the Great Depression and WWII, and what that will mean for Australia.

1. This is a significant day. It’s a day of the changing of the guard.iii

2. It’s time for the next generation to ‘rule’ and to come out from under the shadow of their parents.iv

3. It’s significant because these next generations will rise up to be those who usher in my ‘return’1.v

4. It’s significant because our King has turned his heart towards implementing his plans for Australia.vi

5. That includes lifting Australia up from its ‘down-under’ and ‘colony’ tag, to a place of significance.vii

6. He has seen the distress our people have been under and he’s heard our call for him to intervene.viii

7. He will go all the way to do a great work in our nation.ix

8. Australia is his beloved nation2 and it’s time to make his changes in it.x

9. Nothing will hinder him from doing what he plans to do.xi

10. The fear we have that Îŝļâɱ will take over Australia will not happen.xii

11. He will overcome the perversion in our nation. It will not stop him.xiii

12. Australia will become a powerful nation from his perspective.xiv

13. This message is his decree  3   of what will take place  .xv
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1 – His return will not be what we have been led to believe. 
2 – Australia is not the only nation he loves. That’s in alignment with his character of loving his creation and his work in creating nations and 
people groups.
3 – The King’s decree, not mine.
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i – John 1:1

ii – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/my-beloved-nation-11-4-2016.pdf 

iii – “This is a significant day. It is a day of the changing of the guard. ”

iv – “It’s time for the next generation to ‘rule’ and to come out from under the shadow of their parents.”

v – “It is significant because these next generations will rise up to be those who usher in my return.”

vi – “It is significant because I turn towards this nation [Australia] and turn my heart towards it, and lift it 
up.”

vii – “It is significant because I turn towards this nation [Australia] and turn my heart towards it, and lift it
up.”

viii – “I have seen the nation’s turmoil, I’ve seen the nation’s squirmings, I’ve seen the nation crying out, 
and I will lift this nation up.”

ix – “I will do a great thing, I will not hold back.”

x – “This is my beloved nation and I will move forward in this.”

xi – “I will not be hindered…I cannot be distracted: I will not be distracted. I will move forward.”

xii – “I will not allow Îŝļâɱ, I will not allow perversion, to distract me from what I am doing.”

xiii – “I will not allow Îŝļâɱ, I will not allow perversion, to distract me from what I am doing.”

xiv – “I will move onwards and this nation will be beloved, my powerful nation.”

xv – “This is my decree.”
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